Abstract. This paper constructed a wireless sensor network model which includes multi hop mechanism based on the theory of complex network. In the non uniform clustering algorithm, the selection of the competitive radius affects the lifetime of the whole network. The optimal hop mechanism is added into the growth phase of the scale free network model, which makes the probability of the link between the nodes relate to the actual distance between nodes. This paper also discusses how parameters C and parameters Rmax affect the degree distribution, network coverage, and the number of cluster heads in the entire network model. We use the theory to analyze the degree distribution of the network along with the growth of network. And we also use the software to simulate the network performance parameters. We find that with the increase of parameters C, the network of competitive radius is more heterogeneous, the number of cluster heads are lager, and the proportion of the value between (2,10) of nodes degree in the network are large, but the coverage rate of the network are low. We also found that with the increasing of the parameters Rmax, the number of cluster heads in the network are smaller, and the proportion of the value between (2, 10) of nodes degree in the network, and the coverage rate of the network would increase.
robustness sensor network topology. Zhu [5] put forward two kinds of scale-free network model: energy perception (EAEM) evolution model and evolution model (EBEM), which is basic wireless sensor network evolution model. Zheng wang [6] propose two kinds of wireless sensor network topology structure: the linear growth model and accelerated evolution model, which are robustness in the situation random failure and deliberate attacks. Ye D [7] propose A Self-Adaptive Strategy for Evolution of Cooperation in Distributed Networks.
In wireless sensor networks, data transmission communication mode is by many to one. Thus when a node is close to the sink node, the node would dead early, because it have overburdened forward task information, the data which come from distant node can't transmit to sink node. The life cycle of the whole network will be too short. Most of the remaining energy in the node would be wasted, that is "energy hole" phenomenon. Wireless sensor networks with clustering routing mechanism and multi hop forwarding mechanism can significantly reduce the energy consumption, so many energy efficient clustering routing protocols have been proposed. An energy efficient non uniform clustering routing mechanism is proposed in the literature [8] .
The problem of non uniform clustering network modeling is rarely involved based on the complex network theory of wireless sensor networks. In the non uniform clustering routing mechanism, the size of the competition radius affects feasibility of the whole routing protocol. This paper is to establish a non uniform clustering network model based on complex network theory, so as to analyze what is the size of the competition radius can make the whole network topology performance is the best. In this paper, (1) using WUCA non uniform clustering algorithm to cluster nodes in the region. (2) This model take full account of the nodes through the optimal multi hop mechanism so that the nodes have the minimum energy consumption when its transfer data. (3) We use matlab to simulate those three parameters which are the network degree distribution ( ) P k , the number of cluster heads and the network coverage.
Construction of the Network
This paper is divided into the following parts: in the second part, we put forward a new model of wireless sensor networks. In the third part, we will analyze network degree distribution based on the mean field theory. In the fourth part, we use matlab to simulate those three parameters which are the network degree distribution ( ) P k , the number of cluster heads and the network coverage.
In this part, we propose a non uniform clustering network model. In the initial stage of the model, the network has 0 m nodes, and 0 e links. The network growth as follow, (1) A network which has 0 m nodes, each step adds a new node and connect to m existing node. ( m  0 m ). (2) In this paper, the optimal hop count mechanism is introduced in this paper. In the actual environment, the cluster head transmit data to the gateway through multi hop, first we define a threshold distance, if the distance is less than the threshold distance, the node sends data to the gateway directly; otherwise, according to the route finding the next hop forwarded cluster head. The conditions of sending data package and having the minimum energy consumption as blow: 
is the k  forwarded nodes locate right in the equal position of the line AB, the point-to-point transmission of total energy consumption is the minimum. By node A, B and all 1 opt k  forwarded location path become desirable minimum energy consumption path. However in the actual situation, due to the limit of the node density, we found that such an optimal path is not realistic. But it can guide that search for the actual routing. The minimum energy consumption multi hop routing process is shown in Fig .1 Step 1 (1) node A based on (2.1) calculation of the characteristic distance x y ). 1 O is just an ideal location which is not an actual cluster head. Among
The probability of a new node link to an already existing node i is to be satisfied with the degree of the node i k :
In the formula parameters, i E means the residual energy of node, i k represents the current degree of node, 1 i d  means the actual distance between the node i and the new node. The competition radius i R can be expressed as:
In the formula, ( ,sin ) i d v k is the distance between the node i v and the gateway; c can control the size of the constant radius of the competition between the size of 0~1.
In the actual wireless sensor network, each node's energy is limited, to ensure that the network survival time, the node energy of consumption must be considered, this model take full account of the nodes through the optimal multi hop mechanism so that the nodes have the minimum energy consumption when its transfer data.
Network Anlysis
In order to respond to the network performance, in this part, we give the theory analysis, and data simulation of the statistical parameters: degree distribution ( ) P K . Degree distribution ( ) P K is defined as the probability that a randomly selected node of degree in the network is K. ( ) P K usually is used to as an important condition to distinguish the performance of the scale free network. In this paper, we use mean field theory to analyze the variation of ( ) P K , in the case of different parameters as c , max R . Initial network has 0 m nodes, with 0 e edges. At the moment of t , the degree of the node i is ( ) i k t , when t is big enough, we can ignore the edge of the initial network. When a new node is added to the system, the node degree ( ) i k t change with time t based on the mean field theory,
Eq.5 reflects the change of the degree of node i , A represent 
At the same time interval, i t have the probability density
, thus we can get,
( ) K P is accord with power law distribution.
Simulations and Analysis
In this section, we want to compare the parameter c , and max R , and those parameters effect the performance of the whole network. Our simulation tool is Matlab2011b, a Monte Carlo procedure times is 300 times, the simulation of initial parameters are setting as follows: In this paper, the uniform distribution of node energy is selected (0j,0.5j), and the simulation area is 400*400 square region. Firstly, we use non uniform clustering algorithm WUCA to cluster nodes in the region. In the Fig.2 , we can see clearly in the detection region of the backbone network composed of cluster head nodes, the distribution characteristics of the cluster head nodes is centered on the location of the sink node, the distance between the sink node and cluster head node is closer, the number of cluster head nodes are more intensive, whereas the more loose. The distribution of the cluster head is in accord with the idea of non uniform clustering algorithm.
As formula, [0,1] c  , if 0 c  , the network is according to uniform clustering; otherwise it is non uniform clustering. Fig.3 shows the variety number of clusters n when the maximum cluster radius. max R and c have different values. Figure 3 . Figure 7 . max R =10.
The Fig.3 shows that the line of WUCA non uniform clustering are higher than the line of uniform clustering algorithm, if the value c is larger, with the same maximum cluster radius conditions, it can product more clusters. Thus, it proves that the front analysis, a network with a small clustering radius must produce more clusters to cover the entire network. When max R is fixed, with increasing of c , Cluster radius i R has reduce, the number of cluster heads produced by clustering algorithm increases with the increase of the parameters c .
With the variation of c , max R , the degree distribution ( ) P K change as follow, By the above three figures, when the value of max R is small, the number of cluster head occur in the entire region of have lager, degree distribution ( ) P K of the network of the crest is low, the degree of nodes in the network mostly between 2 and 10, and when the value of max R is lager, with the decrease in the region of the cluster head nodes, the peak will rise to about 0.5, and the most of node degrees in network are between 2 and 10. When for smaller values of max R and unchanged, with the increasing of c ,the heterogeneous cluster head of will gradually increase, within the region closer to the sink node, cluster head node will become more and more dense, and from the sink node is far away, the cluster head nodes will gradually sparse. Because when the value c is gradually increasing the heterogeneity of the cluster head position will become more obvious, the heterogeneity of the cluster head position will be more obvious, the cluster head nodes which are far away from sink node, need transmit information to the sink node through more other relay cluster head. However the cluster head nodes which closer to the sink node, only need transmit information by single hop to sink node, so closer to the sink node of the cluster head corresponding with a greater degree. From the above three pairs of graphs can be seen that when the c gradual increase, the probability of the degree distribution of the network which have high value will be more generous. When c =1, and max R is smaller, the peak is the highest, and the and the c =0.5 is the lower, c =0 is the lowest. And in the larger value of max R , with the change of c , when c =1, the peak is highest, when c =0.5 ,the peak is lowest. Under random attack, the change of the network coverage C [9] : Wireless sensor networks in the field and the unattended state for a long time, the nodes will have all kinds of unexpected damage and accidental death, when we refer to the a can be expressed in terms of degree of network survivability indicators to represent the quality of the network invulnerability, defined as follows:
T is the maximum number of hops allowed for the integration of information between nodes, N is the number of initial network nodes. ( ) i k T is the number of nodes whose distance to node i that l T  . The meaning of the indicators is that the network have effectively connected unit ratio after attacking. R is very small, in the remaining 80% of the cluster head node network, the network have low coverage which remained at around 55%, while with increasing of max R and remaining 80% of the cluster head node network, the network coverage rate of around 60%. For very small values of max R , c will not affect the value of coverage; and when to a large value of max R and kept constant, along with the increasing of c , the network coverage rate decrease.
Summary
In this paper, we introduce a model of wireless sensor network based on non uniform clustering mechanism, the best hop mechanism is used in the network growth stage. When the distance between nodes exceed the threshold distance that will calculate optimal relay node location. The data would firstly forward to a relay node and then the relay node transmit the data to the next node, so as to avoid excessive energy consumption when the data directly transmit to the next node.
We analysis of the degree distribution of the whole network with changing of the competition radius based on the mean field theory, and we use the software simulate that the number of cluster head, degree distribution, and network coverage in random attacks with the change of c and max R . We find that with the fixed max R and increasing of c the number of cluster heads increases. With c gradual increasing, the probity degree distribution of the network will be larger. In random attacks in the network nodes, the network coverage rate in the value is very small and the remaining 80% of the cluster head nodes in the network, coverage is low, maintained at around 55%, and increased when, in the network remaining 80% of cluster head nodes and coverage at around 60%. When the value is small and constant, the change of the value will not affect the change of the coverage rate; however, with the increase of the larger value, the network coverage is reduced.
